Do you know "Daniel Ian Ross" alias Dann Ross?

Posted in the Australia Forum
http://www.topix.com/forum/world/australia/T9NI4JJ6JCGGH4QN

Marc United States Sunday May 15
Do you know "Daniel Ian Ross" alias Dann Ross?  
The Australian citizen "Daniel Ian Ross" alias "Dann Ross" is the suspected murder of the Dutch woman Mariska Mast. Watch here: http://mariskamast.webs.com/thecase.htm
That criminal guy is hiding somewhere in Singapore or now in Australia

Larissa Enkhuizen, Netherlands Sunday May 15
isn’t he still in Perth where they tried to question him in november?

Coco Dover, DE Tuesday May 17
Marc, Dan Ross has not been found guilty of any crime. Wild accusations by a Dutch crime reporter and a grieving family don't make you a criminal.  
In fact calling someone a criminal without proof on the Net is slanderous and libellous and could have serious consequences if defamation charges are pressed

Lonneke Hoorn, Netherlands Wednesday May 18
Maybe you have to watch the news, cause there IS prove that it was not an accident. Mr. Ross does know more about it!! But his own life is more important, he has no conscience at all!! Justice will come, just a matter of time!

Will United States Wednesday May 18
Exhumation by a Belgian pathologist 2.5 years after the fact doesn't equal proof that Dan Ross committed a crime. No court not even in Honduras would convict him with the evidence available now. Dan Ross sticks with his story what happened that night and Jisoo confirmed it, also she was acquitted.  
Libellous accusations such as criminal, no conscience or psychopath will lead to a conviction but not of Dan Ross but of those making these allegations on the internet

for justice Limoges, France Wednesday May 18
Will, You must be from the Coconut Tree Divers, no doubt about that and they and you believe Jisoo told the truth. Peter de Vries believed her aswell because she told him and the court that Mariska had collapsed. The court didn't believe the autopsy but the fall. In other words they did n't believe what the body of Mariska has said. But all happened in Honduras. It is famous for it's corruption! Mrs Pook spoke about a bullshit autopsy so the family wanted a new and better one, without corruption.  
You are right an exhumation doesn't proof that someone committed a crime but a second autopsy can proof that it was not a fall but violence!  
You believe Ross because you was a collegue and earned money of her in your diving school. Mariska can never use her PADI licence anymore because she was killed not fallen. It is a crime to give false evidence. Ross said Mariska died because of an accident!(and Jisoo parroted him) The second autopsy will proof that it was not an accident! The defender of Jisoo and Ross has given the wrong advice (corruption?), if he has said Ross could leave the island. Maybe he was also ordered by the president of Korea and Honduras to do his best for Jisoo. In Honduras is everything possible but justice will prevail that's for sure.

Helen Budapest, Hungary Wednesday May 18
No court will convict on a small crack found in a skull from an autopsy 2 1/2 years after the body has been transported halfway around the world. On top of that there's a witness to corroborate Dan's story.

for justice Limoges, France Thursday May 19
There are so many injuries reported in both autopsies, which can not been caused by a single fall forwards! A crack in the skull but not a broken nose: Is not that strange? Jisoo had discovered one or two injuries. Where are the other injuries inflicted? Moreover, the statements of the suspects speak clearly against each other, so no collaboration about the important moment of the fall itself and much collaboration in the rest! Why there is so
many doubt what 'Mariska said', who only tried to defend herself, but not longer be able to tell 'her story'?
Anyway, for that there is an autopsy for?
Is it not allowed that the family wants to know what really happened to her? Ross himself has also a father and a
mother who stands for him? What kind of parents are they? Who are they? Don't you wonder that there has been
no contact especially when they say it was an accident? And why he was on the run and hiding himself only for
not being questioned about those weird injuries? That's why it took 2.5 year before the parents were sure!
In both autopsy there are found injuries that clearly indicate self-defense ... and suspects keep on saying that they
tried to rescue her. Is not that cowardly?
There is only one who has tried to fight for herself and that is Mariska, but invain

**Steve** United States  Thursday May 19

It's not sure there was only one fall, Jisoo stated that a stumbling noise from the bathroom woke her up. Also
other injuries could have occurred during CPR, transport to the hospital, in the hospital or morgue and
afterwards. Then what do the parents of Dan Ross have to do with this, leave those people alone.
Also calling someone murderer, psychopath and harassing him is not the way to get answers.
I'm all for justice but remember justice is not revenge

**for justice** Limoges, France  Thursday May 19

Steve, you must be from the Coconut Tree Divers Clan aswell, therefore we understand that you defend Jisoo
and Ross. We are both agree for justice and remember revenge is something different than defending. Mariska
can never defend herself.
Of course, CPR could have been used as a sort of alibi, therefore is understandable that you say that, if you earn
your money in the divers world. Maybe you have taught them both and then I understand your point even better!
But both autopsy reports speak clearly about defensive wounds! You make yourself also guilty of speculating.
Shame on you, you should stand up for clients, as Mariska! Clients are income, instructors are outcome. The
stories of Ross and Jisoo are unreliable, especially if they are suspects of murder, Interpol fugitives and we don't
have to tell you that corruption also occurs in Honduras, it depends on how poor a country is. But it remains
disgusting!

**Janet** Höst, Germany  Thursday May 19

I watched the de Vries show the other day and firstly I think it was very brave of the family to agree with
exhumation and a 2nd autopsy, must have been difficult.
Problem is that there's not 100% certainty and also the pathologist declares that the crack in the skull "could explain" what caused her death.
When it's not 100% sure then accused go free, certainly when they have an exonerated witness to their story and
a botched investigation and autopsy in Honduras.
No judge would sentence and no country would extradite on this evidence and rightly so.
Also I agree with Steve's sentiments about harassing the suspect and his family that is simply NOT done.
Maybe this sad episode should serve as a warning to people travelling to 3rd world countries, if something
happens there then the medical and judicial systems are 3rd world too.
Ps I've never been to Honduras, I'm no diver and don't know anybody involved.

**for justice** Limoges, France  Friday May 20

It is true that a judicial autopsy - including the newly discovered crack in the skull - fails to designate the
offender. But it surely says something about the cause of death and other possible facts! Was the death of
Mariska due to a fall or did this happen by blunt violence of others? Fact is: Mariska came inside the apartment
without a crack in her skull and also with drugs in her body although she never used it (therefore she looked like
being drunk). A few hours later she was delivered in the hospital totally naked, heavily bleeding (despite the
invented use of the ice cubes) and death, with even a crack in her skull. Steve, Is this the method of CPR? If you
are sure, then it is not advisable for Janet and others to take diving lessons with inexperienced instructors. You
are suffering, just as the de Vries was, from a so-called tunnel vision syndrom! In any case, it was not the fall, as
Jisoo testified, but violence!
Janet is right that 'the medical systems' in Honduras are not as good as in Europe, for example using a CT scan.
The Honduran pathologists watched with great interest the modern research resources, and the operations of the
well knowned pathologist of Belgium (not Holland, being independent). The Hondurans did not seen the crack in
the rear head of Mariska in their flawed investigation but many other injuries. Barbara, an other client of your
diving school testified that it looked like she was hidden with a fist! The fact is that Ross did wait for the result
of this flawed autopsy and fled despite the prohibition of the power law. This made him suspicious! These are
facts!
maybe “for justice” did´nt know that ross went out from roatan because the judge allowed after and appeal to the order to not to leave the island and presented his passport, the judge granted the appeal the same october 29th.

also maybe don´t know in the file are two autopsy reports from heybee caballero, with different causes of death, and this is enough to doubt about its credibility. certainly being harassing and insulting will not help you mister.

maybe "forjustice" does not know that the presence of "Honduran authorities" in the autopsy in Belgium is zero at trial because the public prosecutor made &##8203;&##8203;a procedural error.

and agree that the investigation was flawed, yet you intended to condemn anyone?, you are wrong sir. even in small countries like Honduras processes are followed, even if you do not like. their loss is regrettable, but gives you no right to judge all and for all, believing only that which is in line with your thoughts and discarding all other evidence (presence of Drugs and others like two different autopsy reports)

Mandy  UK  Saterday May 21
What a weird forum with posts that keep disappearing?

Anyway 3 different autopsy results, an acquitted witness who confirms Ross' story and no additional evidence.

While foul play cannot be ruled out, there is certainly not enough to prove murder let alone convict someone.

It needs to be proven beyond reasonable doubt

for justice  Limoges, France  Saterday May 21
If it is true what 'Robert3' say, which is contradicted, then why Mister Ross fled to Singapore and he has ignored the first Interpol warrant and he fled again from Singapore to Australia after he was warned that Jisoo was arrested? The third time he fled from Wollongong to Perth. He did not wait on Roatan for the first autopsy report to come out, which the outcome is the same as in the second autopsy professional investigation. Did Ross himself knew that outcome already? What 'Robert3' do not know is that there was an Interpol warrant for Jisoo aswell, she also ignored. Only after Jisoo was arrested Ms.Cabellero came later with her second explanation (but not an autopsy). Jisoo's lawyer (and Ross's, which is strange!) has very well used this confusion in his defence, that's why the cause of death of Mariska was unreliable, because the autopsy was unreliable. So this was a game! The second autopsy is reliable now, everybody was witnessed of that, not at least the Honduran authorities. They have certainly learned from their mistakes! The judges on Roatan have believed Jisoo's lawyer using this "procedural error" and therefore Jisoo was acquitted due to lack of evidence or better flawed evidence. I agree with 'Robert3' that even in poor countries like Honduras (even with corruption) processes will be followed. Ross's lawyer was unsuccessful to withdraw the Interpol warrant for his client and there was a second warrant and rightly so. The second autopsy will certainly be added as evidence to the criminal file of Ross!

This Mr. Ross just wanted to deny his act en even to hide and was two years without a trace, until De Vries found him!

Even then he did not want to talk with him although De Vries believed him and wanted to hand over a letter!

I agree with Mandy: a possible sentence belongs in court and not on this forum, but if there was foul play, it has become clear!

This has disappeared. Something bad written by robert3

for justice  Limoges, France
This has disappeared too

I am not judging I am giving the facts, 'Robert3', because I also believe "Justice can delay but it never fails!" and We will see (and maybe you understand this better):

El 23 de noviembre de 2010 la Fiscalía interpuso el correspondiente Recurso de Casación mostrándose inconforme con la decisión del Tribunal, dicho recurso aún está pendiente de resolución en la Corte Suprema de Justicia.

and about your remark: “not seem to understand that the autopsy in belgium not be used at trial because it is procedurally NULL” this:

La petición fue sustentada por la Fiscalía hondureña de acuerdo a lo establecido en las leyes nacionales, la Constitución de la República y los tratados internacionales suscritos por Honduras, y según lo señalado por las normas del Derecho Internacional Privado contenidas en el Código de Bustamante, por lo que Holanda aceptó la presencia de los peritos hondureños para que observaran cada uno de los procedimientos realizados en aquel
pais.

By the way you have made a mistake in your comment "the judge granted the appeal the same october 29th." Dan Ross fled August 28 2008, so he never knew he was granted! He was afraid of the harassing by his lawyer.

Jisoo: "On the next day, 27th of August, I went to the court and made a statement as a witness." I saw Dan got out of the jail and next day I couldn’t find him anymore." HE FLED, that’s a fact!

Maybe there were more post, I thought the last post was from:

Sunny
This has disappeared aswell. Last notice?
Something like “what are you looking for and why”

Justice didn’t answer directly because he was thinking of an answer.
The first question of Marc was nonsense*, ‘justice’ thought, so that’s why he didn’t respond anymore and quited his alert

But the last respond was from robert3 = pedro anastacio castellon garcia, the lawyer of Jisoo Han and Dan Ross. He must have insulted the family again

But.. on which demand the topic has been removed? Dan Ross, who wants to stay ‘unknown’ in Australia, his father? or maybe the Coconut Tree Divers?, the divingschool of Mariska who were afraid of a second ‘Nathalie Holloway’ affaire and so. protecting their business!

I have only defend Mariska! Because nobody seems to care what they did to her!

Strange, a new message (topix!) from Pedro: (robert3) was found.

robert 3  Sunday Jun 5
Hi “for justice”: the appeal by the prosecution is a real insult to the legal profession in Honduras and elsewhere in the world, is without foundation and seems to appear only to meet a requirement. All arguments on the legality of the second autopsy are out of place, because it will be overturned in court, like it or not. and under present circumstances, wen Dan Ross was present at trial, be acquitted. I have the documents, ¿do you you want me to show you all the file?